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The Killers - Midnight Show
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Right so this is mostly tablature and a bit of chords cos i'm
a bit lazy like that!
Intro: -

for the verse use thses chords and listen to the track for
timing of strumming and muting:

    i know what you want,i'm gonna take you to a midnight show
tonight,
   if you can keep a secret i got a  ??????in the back seat on
my mind and

BRIDGE:
   B                 Bm
a little place that sits beneath the sky    -then play this
littel riff:

     B                  Bm                C
she turned her face to speak, but no one heard her cry

The CHORUS is the same as the intro

verse 2

    i know theres no hope, there's too many people tryin' to
help me cope,

     you got a real short skirt, i wanna look up look up look
up yeah yeah

Then it goes back to the two chords in the first verse:

  We were just in time, let me take a little more off your
mind,
 There's something in my head, somewhere in the back sayin we
were just
                                        good thing we were
such a good thing

then back to the Bridge and chorus, same as before.
when Mr Flowers sings "oh nooo" go to solo:

last bridge:
      B                   Bm
the crashing tide can't hide a guilty girl    [bridge riff]
      B                    Bm                       [riff]
with jealous hearts that start with gloss and curls(?)
    B              Bm               [riff]
i took my baby's breath beneath the chandelear
              [riff]
of stars and atmosphere
                [riff]
and watched her disappear

| /  slide up
| \  slide down
| h  hammer-on
| p  pull-off
| ~  vibrato
|   harmonic
| x  Mute note

Sorry i can't tab well, mainly cos i'm a lazy sod.
feel free to email with corrections/additions, and if any of
you live in essex and wanna
a band,email me!

Acordes


